
 
 

The Truth about Dove Hunting 
By: David McNeal 

 

Below are the TOP TEN excuses that are given by dove hunters as to 

WHY they fail to score a tasty dove in their hunting bag. 

 

NUMBER 10: “It flew by so fast that I thought it was a miniature jet 

plane and was gone before I realized it was a dove and could bring my gun 

on it.” 

 

COMMENT:  I can actually sympathize with a first time dove hunter on this 

one.  Can’t we all?  

 

NUMBER 9: (Randy Fernandez) “It (the dove) wouldn’t stay still long 

enough for me to shoot it.” 

 

COMMENT:  Those dang dove are like that. 



 

NUMBER 8: “I was using somebody else’s gun and I just wasn’t used 

to how it was shooting.” 

 

COMMENT:  After fifty misses you probably should have had it figured 

out. 

 

NUMBER 7: “It was a new gun and I had a hard time remembering 

where the safety was located so by the time I found it the bird was out of 

range.” 

 

COMMENT:  That’s ok for one miss but not a hundred and by the way it’s 

right there on the gun, red means shoot, you can’t miss it, or maybe in your 

case you can. 

 

NUMBER 6: “The sun got in my eyes just as I was about to pull the 

trigger.” 

 

COMMENT:  You DO KNOW that the sun raises in the EAST!  Don’t you? 

  

NUMBER 4: (My personal favorite):  “When I jumped up to shoot my 

German wirehaired pointer sitting next to me, jumped up also and knocked 

me off balance just as I made the shot.” 

 

COMMENT:  This SEEMS perfectly LOGICAL to me.  Got a PROBLEM 

WITH THAT? 

 

NUMBER 3: “When I fired a huge gust of KANSAS wind blew my 

shot back over my head landing in the field behind me.” 

 

COMMENT: Two words HIGH BRASS! 

 

NUMBER 2: (Provided by Steve Capizzi) “The earth’s rotation must 

have been off because I just couldn’t seem to get my balance.”  

 

COMMENT:  And Saturn was aligned with Jupiter ya da ya da ya da. 

 

And the NUMBER 1 reason given by dove hunters (drum roll please): 

 

 



“I FORGOT TO LOAD THE DAMN GUN!” 

 

COMMENT:  You’re a SPECIAL kind of stupid aren’t you? 



 


